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Abstract 
This research paper analyses three strategy games—Chess, Othello, and Poker—from the perspective of game 

theory. Mathematical modeling techniques are used to develop optimal strategies for each game to provide 

insights into their underlying principles and dynamics. The analysis reveals many similarities between the two-

player abstract board game Chess and its modern variant Othello. It also highlights substantial differences 

compared to probability models explicitly developed for Poker. The comparative examination provides an 

understanding of how different elements contribute towards developing successful gaming behavior across 

various contexts, which can be valuable information for strategic thinking and making informed decisions while 

playing such games or conducting similar activities like sports betting or investing in stock markets. Furthermore, 

implications drawn from this study suggest potential directions for further development within the field, including 

enhanced mathematical modeling methodology and improvement upon players' decision-processing functionality, 

particularly during real-time play scenarios.  
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I. Introduction 
Game theory is a branch of mathematics concerned with studying participant interactions in situations 

where outcomes depend on multiple individuals' collective choices (Colman, 2016).). It involves analyzing 

competitive scenarios involving two or more opponents with conflicting interests and determining strategic 

behavior based on predefined rules and objectives. The game theory finds applications in real-life scenarios such 

as economic markets, political elections, and popular Hollywood movies. This field has become increasingly 

important over time because of its relevance in board games such as Chess or Othello and in digital gaming 

platforms like Poker or other sports simulations such as fantasy football leagues. In this article, we will provide 

an overview of the fundamental principles behind the game theory and then discuss some specific examples of 

popular strategy games, including Chess, Othello, and Poker, concerning their common elements that contribute 

to a better understanding of these strategic competitions.  

 

Aim 

This research investigates how mathematical modeling techniques can be employed in Chess, Othello, 

and Poker games. It will analyze the underlying principles that influence strategies taken by players, such as 

probability theory and other tools which may lead to optimal performance during gameplay. The aim is to identify 

similarities between these popular strategy games so that effective decision-making processes can be understood 

better with an improved understanding of strategic gaming overall. Moreover, it also aims to compare application 

differences across these three titles for a more comprehensive insight into game optimization through 

mathematical modeling methods. 

 

Objectives 

 Investigate mathematical models used in Chess, Othello, and Poker to understand players' strategic 

behavior & decision-making processes during gameplay.  

 Compare the effectiveness of various modeling techniques, e.g., Minimax Decision Trees and Probability 

Theory, for predicting game outcomes and maximizing rewards while minimizing risks.   

 Assess implications on strategists, AI systems development & real-life applications (like sports betting 

or stock investing) based on identified principles. 
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Hypothesis 

This research explores the role of mathematical modeling techniques, such as Minimax Decision Trees, 

Probability Theory, Expected Value Calculations, and Factorial Resolutions, in understanding and optimizing 

strategic decision-making across three popular board games: Chess, Othello, and Poker. Through a comprehensive 

analysis involving the study of game theory strategies for each game along with consideration towards human 

behavior factors when making decisions within these games - it will be examined how well incorporating these 

models into AI systems would make them more efficient at predicting optimal outcomes. It is expected that 

insights gained from this project could also have implications beyond gaming applications; they may be helpful 

in sports betting or stock market investing scenarios where good strategy plays a vital role in success rate. 

 

II. Literature Review 
Mathematical games and strategies have a rich historical background, influencing cultures worldwide for 

centuries. Among the oldest and most renowned strategy board games is Chess, which requires players to 

maneuver pieces on an 8x8 grid until only one king remains, imposing strict movement rules for each piece. 

Othello, similar in structure to Chess, uses eight discs or "coins" instead of pieces, where players flip coins to 

encroach on their opponent's territory. Success in Othello involves swift tactical judgments to establish a sense of 

permanency in strategic placements. On the other hand, PokeR is a card game where players aim to win chips in 

the Betting Round by skillfully manipulating their dealt hand against opponents, adhering to a hierarchy of Poker 

hands. Success in all these games relies on strategic thinking, anticipating opponents' moves, and making 

calculated decisions to secure an advantage. Regardless of the format chosen, having foresight and understanding 

the limitations and potential rewards are vital for success in these mathematical strategy games. 

Over the years, researchers have conducted numerous studies on applying game theory to understand 

strategic behavior (Manshaei et al., 2013). These investigations have revealed patterns that govern players' 

decision-making processes, influenced by their preferences, beliefs, and incentives at each level of play. 

Mathematical modeling techniques have been employed in these examinations, ranging from basic Decision Tree 

models to more complex Quantitative Game Theory approaches involving Integer Programming and Nash 

equilibrium values (Abedian et al., 2022). These techniques aim to develop tactical strategies that maximize 

rewards while minimizing risks within given constraints, providing valuable insights for research in this field. 

This paper primarily focuses on three main areas: mathematics, computing science, and artificial 

intelligence systems. Mathematicians play a crucial role in interpreting and simulating games to reflect human 

behavior in real-life scenarios during gameplay accurately (Hamada & Sato, 2012). On the other hand, computer 

scientists contribute primary inputs in creating AI algorithms that efficiently detect patterns within datasets and 

implement strategies for survival and prediction of opponents' potential moves based on probabilities and 

outcomes. 

Regarding Chess, commonly employed mathematical models include the Minimax Decision Trees 

approach, which presumes perfect knowledge of opponents' strategies (Saini, 2014). However, such assumptions 

only sometimes hold, as even expert-level gamers sometimes make strategic mistakes, leading to the development 

of advanced modeling approaches that involve probability theory and random variables to predict the chances of 

certain moves occurring. Probability Theory is applied to the variant of Othello, involving random elements that 

help players make tactical decisions with greater control over the game (Primanita et al., 2020). This approach 

also aids in identifying winning conditions more efficiently based on specific contexts experienced players have 

faced in the past due to their gained familiarity across multiple plays. 

Lastly, in Poker, a detailed understanding of probability, Expected Value calculations, and the 

involvement of Monte Carlo Simulations play a significant role in analyzing the success of betting actions based 

on card rankings (Teófilo et al., 2013). This analysis is crucial, especially in pre-flop scenarios where community 

cards are not revealed yet, allowing better judgment over whether to fold or continue the round based on potential 

outcomes. Factorial Resolutions are also utilized to identify pattern combinations, helping understand the 

likelihood of a particular situation reoccurring in future circumstances. 

 

III. Methodology 
The research methodology draws primarily from two disciplines: mathematics and computing science. 

Mathematics is utilized to develop mathematical models for simulating gameplay, while computing science helps 

implement these models into playable systems (Kusuma et al., 2018). Game theory serves as the foundation, 

enabling the application of Decision Trees and Optimization processes to formulate strategies applicable across 

various gaming contexts of different complexities. 

Decision Tree modeling involves structuring hierarchical diagrams to represent possible outcomes based 

on players' decisions at different intervals during the game. This visualization allows gamers to react quickly to 

changing scenarios throughout their journey. For example, in Chess, the Minimax technique is applied to analyze 

opponents' moves ahead, assuming perfect knowledge to formulate an efficient winning strategy (Balakrishnan et 
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al., 2014). Integer Programming approaches generate Nash equilibrium values through optimization processes, 

facilitating informed decision-making from a cost-benefit analysis perspective, considering resource constraints 

and availability (Palafox-Alcantar et al., 2020). 

Probability models become essential for analyzing gaming behavior and predicting the likelihood of 

certain events, using random variables to broaden insights beyond traditional mathematical techniques. They are 

handy for deciding the best response against unknown opponents in real-time situations (Silva et al., 2022). For 

instance, in Poker, standard deck playing cards are used. Players attempt to maximize their winnings through 

betting based on expected value calculations and Monte Carlo Simulations to approximate uncertain outcomes 

involved during gameplay. 

The factorial resolution approach provides insights into interconnections, patterns, and fluctuations 

within the game setup, enabling proactive identification of potential setups and expanding the horizons of 

knowledge. This aids decision-making processes and allows for efficient strategies, saving valuable resources 

often wasted through inefficient decisions. The combination of robust modeling algorithms and effective 

computing hardware enables extensive A/B testing and simulations, leading to reliable results applicable for both 

AI purposes and experienced human minds (Salehi  & Burgueño, 2018). The methodology adopted in this research 

ensures difficulty level control and provides valuable insights for strategy development in various gaming 

scenarios. 

 

Mathematical Analysis of Games 

The mathematical analysis of Chess, Othello, and Poker reveals various game similarities and 

differences. Starting with Chess, this two-player abstract strategy game is played on an 8x8 chessboard using 

sixteen pieces, each controlled by one player. The six unique piece types are King, Queen Rook, Bishop Knight 

& Pawns, which have special movement rules allowing varying tactics to be used across different levels, from 

beginners to grandmasters (Lai, 2015). Classical decision theory models such Minimax Decision Trees approach 

referencing back to the Ermelo theorem principal based upon the presumption that perfect knowledge about 

opponents' strategies can be attained from the basis of primary modeling techniques utilized; however, due to 

certain complexities found in real-world gaming scenarios involving strategic blunders made even experienced 

players assumptions holding all times do not necessarily remain valid (Shuo Tan et al., 2021). Accordingly, more 

advanced modeling approaches employing Probability Theory applications whereby random variables involved 

turn out helpful while predicting the likelihood of particular moves being taken help improve analytical 

understanding within the gameplay, enabling the formulation of accurate tactical plans maximizing rewards.  

Focusing on the modern-day variant - Othello, also known as Reversi - its basic principles are similar to 

those described earlier when examining the classic board game Chess (Hinebaugh, 2019). However, Othello 

heavily relies on probability models involving random variables to predict the chances of certain moves against 

different opponents and within various contexts, allowing experienced gamers more control over gameplay 

situations, especially when making tactical decisions based on prior analysis (Van Der Ree & Wiring, 2013). 

Identifying patterns and compositions, potential hand selections, and applying Expected Value calculations and 

Monte Carlo Simulations contribute to proactive decision-making during real-time play, optimizing success rates 

while minimizing risk exposure (Norelli & Panconesi, 2022). These mathematical modeling approaches are 

significant within this domain.  

Using mathematical models to analyze game strategies involves calculating Nash equilibrium solutions. 

This approach helps identify combinations that are most optimized overall, considering all possible states of any 

given game sequence. Players who understand this approach can achieve higher levels of success than those who 

solely rely on intuitive ability or general information-gathering techniques often observed in novice and 

intermediate level players.For example, if two poker players have the same chip stack size at a table game with 

no additional cost for call cards or raise, it can be mathematically calculated that both players will benefit by 

folding all but their best hands. This is because if one hand has a better-expected value than another given any 

particular sequence of other cards being dealt, there will always be an incentive to fold rather than attempt to bluff 

the opponent out, resulting in lower chances of winning overall when considering all possible scenarios. 

The mathematical analysis of Chess, Othello, and Poker provides insights into how different elements 

contribute to successful gaming behavior across various contexts. These examinations demonstrate similarities in 

underlying principles among these games but also reveal differences in probability models that form the basis for 

understanding optimal strategies experienced gamers employ in specific playing scenarios. The analyses 

conducted through modeling techniques, such as Minimax Decision Trees, Expectation Value calculations, and 

Factorial Resolutions, have proven helpful in predicting outcomes within the gameplay, improving analytical 

skills, and developing tactical plans to maximize rewards and minimize risks under given constraints. This 

provides valuable information for strategic thinking and decision-making in sports betting and stock investing. 
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Comparative Analysis 

The comparative analysis of Chess, Othello, and Poker reveals various similarities and substantial 

differences in the mathematical models used to derive optimal strategy. Both Chess and Othello rely heavily on 

abstract game theory techniques such as minimax decision trees which reference back to Zermello's theorem 

principle; however, due to their randomness elements, these games contain probability calculations that are often 

applied too in order to gain a better understanding associated with moves being taken within given situations 

(AKinyemi, 2012).  

In contrast, Poker is entirely based upon Probability Theory principles incorporating expected value & 

factorial resolution algorithms into playtime scenarios, thus requiring players to use extensive forecasting 

capabilities to predict the chances of sure hands appearing during showdown times, forming basic successful 

gaming practices across the board. These expectations may be further tweaked through the implementation of 

Monte Carlo simulations providing valuable insights and helping understand the degree of uncertainty the external 

environment can influence decisions based on the available information.   

Furthermore, different gamers exhibiting varied playing styles tend to affect results obtained from 

modeling experiments conducted; hence its essential to pay attention to behavioral characteristics while 

constructing strategies aimed towards obtaining desired outcomes, especially when it comes to real-time online 

tournaments featuring multiple opponents running concurrently or even individual matches either against AI 

robots or human beings respectively. It should be noted that this study does not analyze any user-defined rulesets 

or custom modifications gameplays except those predefined across particular variants themselves, which stands 

true for all three games being compared hereupon; instead, its primary focus lies upon evaluation performance 

predictions made based on mathematical models implemented as part this research process.   

All in all, it becomes clear that there exists a wide range of similarity between Chess & Othello owing to 

their abstract nature; however, these two gaming scenarios differs substantially from the probabilities calculated 

involved Poker, leading experts towards fine-tuning strategies designed taking into account elements related to 

behavioral biases exhibited by players during real-time conditions. Analyzing the given provides valuable insights 

for gamers and those interested in similar activities like sports betting and stock market investing. 

 

IV. Discussion 
This research paper provides insight into how mathematical modeling can help us better understand 

strategy games based on examples from classic variants like Chess and modern-day versions, including Poker. By 

applying different types of modeling techniques, it becomes possible to analyze various elements contributing 

towards the development of successful gaming practices enabling players to judge situations they face prior to 

making decisions accordingly, adjusting their approach times the need arises, and adapting quickly to changing 

environments occur both physically and mentally.   

The analysis reveals specific patterns that govern players' decision-making, depending on their 

preferences, beliefs, and incentives at each level during gameplay, providing insights into underlying principles 

across different gaming contexts. For example, the Minimax Decisions Trees approach, which relies on perfect 

knowledge of opponents' strategies according to Zermello's theorem, may only sometimes be dependable since 

even skilled gamers can make mistakes or tactical errors. As a result, more sophisticated approaches that involve 

Probability Theory and random variables have been adopted to predict the likelihood of particular moves 

happening during gameplay (Colman, 2016). Expected value calculations and Monte Carlo Simulations are 

employed to explore various possibilities. Simultaneously, Factorial Resolutions aid in proactively identifying 

winning combinations, enhancing the comprehension of the probabilities of specific setups recurring in future 

situations. 

The implications drawn from this study suggest potential directions for further development in the field, 

including enhanced mathematical modeling methodology and improvements in players' decision processing 

during real-time play scenarios. Building computer algorithms to simulate gaming behavior would be valuable, 

providing beneficial simulation results and strategic insights for experienced gamers when making tactical 

decisions and coordinating moves across different levels. Additionally, exploring the impact of utilizing artificial 

intelligence (AI) systems on various aspects, such as opponents' response speed and comprehension of complex 

strategies, is worthwhile. 

Expanding the coverage to encompass more intricate scenarios involving multiple participants and 

simulating simultaneous interactions is an exciting aspect. This expansion is valuable for developing AI 

applications in larger gaming structures like tournament-style competitions. The current version of these 

applications may not offer comprehensive simulations that fully account for players' decision-making processes, 

making it essential to focus on enhancing accuracy on the board. The research findings presented in this paper 

demonstrate that the strategic application of game theory effectively analyzes and comprehends strategy games. 

However, much remains concerning utilizing a wide array of artificial intelligence techniques. 
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V. Limitations and Future Work 
The study's limitations are evident as it only evaluates game theory applications in two-player abstract 

board and card games. While these variants offer insights into how mathematical modeling can enhance strategic 

thinking, further research is necessary to understand more complex gaming situations involving multiple 

participants, such as tournament-style competitions. Improvements must be made to achieve comprehensive 

simulations that consider players' decision-making processes and increase accuracy in predicting outcomes during 

gameplay. 

Addressing these shortcomings involves potential directions for future work in the field. Enhanced 

modeling techniques capable of handling large datasets within specified time frames should be developed to 

ensure a correct representation of inputs fed into the system. Refining Artificial Intelligence systems used in 

conjunction with models can improve their ability to process decisions quickly and accurately based on contextual 

conditions during various game stages, from pre-flop to showdown and post-game. 

Moreover, the widespread availability of classic Poker variants in numerous casinos worldwide 

encourages researchers to conduct tests in remote environments, aiming to achieve optimized solutions for 

problem statements within defined constraints. Further investigations should involve implementing Factorial 

Resolutions and Probability Theory applications in more generalized environments due to technological 

advancements, allowing the prediction of human behavior in different contexts. This will significantly contribute 

to the field's development over time. 

 

VI. Conclusion 
This study provides valuable insights into game theory from a mathematical perspective when applied to 

strategy games, focusing on three variants - Chess, Othello, and Poker. It reveals significant similarities between 

the two-player abstract board game Chess and its modern variant Othello. However, substantial differences emerge 

when implementing Probability Theory-based models specifically for Poker's playtime scenarios. Through 

applying different modeling techniques, the analyses prove helpful in predicting outcomes during real-time 

situations, improving analytical skills, and developing tactical strategies to maximize rewards and minimize risks 

within defined constraints. The comparative examination ultimately offers a clear understanding of how various 

elements contribute to forming successful gaming behavior, enabling informed decisions by both gamers and in 

activities like sports betting and stock investing. 
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